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Goodman’s A:  Two Good Friends 

A.  Circle the best word to finish each sentence.  (10 points) 

1. The bird sat on the (branch, through, toward). 

2. Dad uses an (ax, threw, belong) to chop wood for our campfire. 

3. What will (toward, threw, happen) next in the story? 

4. Ted can’t (reach, fear, happen) the top shelf. 

5. You should (whisper, through, fear) in a library. 

6. I walked (bend, toward, happen) the house. 

7. I love to (afraid, smell, threw) the flowers in May. 

8. Kaitlyn and Courtney (branch, threw, share) a bedroom. 

9. I cannot draw a (straight, bend, remember) line without a ruler. 

10. The tiny mouse was (afraid, fear, thin) of the cat. 

B.  Circle the best answer.  (9 points) 

1.  Pedro and Hector were _____. 

a.  brothers        b.  friends            c.  cousins  d.  enemies 

 

2.  They were walking through _____. 

a.  towns        b.  school            c.  woods            d.  store 

 

3.  One of the two men found an _____. 

a.  owl          b.  apple  c.  bear  d.  ax 

 

4.  Hector was tall and _____. 

a.  fat          b.  slow             c.  thin  d.  strong 

 

5.  The bear _____ Pedro. 

a. smelled         b. was afraid of  c.  attacked     d.  killed 
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6.  The man who lost the ax was _____. 

a.  kind        b.  short   c.  weak  d.  angry 

 

7.  The man who found the ax thought it should be his because he _____. 

a.  saw it first  b.  lost it c.  needed it very much d.  planned to return it 

 

8.  Hector told Pedro _____. 

a.  to share the ax b.  a story  c.  the bear was friendly d.  to pull him up 

 

9.  Which one is true? 

a.  Pedro could not reach the branch.   c.  Pedro told Hector a story. 

b.  The bear bit Pedro on the ear.   d.  The bear climbed up the tree. 

 

C.  Answer the following questions in complete sentences.  (4 points) 

1.  What were Pedro and Hector planning to do at the lake? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Why didn’t Hector help Pedro from the bear? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

D.  Find and correct the mistakes.  Write each sentence correctly on the line.  (8 points) 

1.  what a gret story that was 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  the men was tall strong and angry 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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E.  Write about a friend.  What do you like about your friend?  What are some things you 

do together?  Write 3 or more sentences.  (6 points) 

My Friend 

 ______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

F.  There are really two stories in “Two Good Friends.”  How are they alike and 
different?  List two answers in each box below.  (8 points) 
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How are they alike? 

1. ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

2. ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

How are they different? 

1. ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

2. ____________________________ 

____________________________ 

 

The Two Stories 



Write about your family. Use the...~est and the most... in my family.

1. (tall)

2.  (intelligent) ____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3.  (young) ________________________________________________________________________

4.  (interesting) ____________________________________________________________________

5.  (friendly) _______________________________________________________________________

Write sentences.
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